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What is your favorite part of  Thanksgiving?
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1. A man has recently come back from traveling abroad, accompanied by a dark-haired woman. 

However, friends and relations say he did not depart with the woman.

Q: WHERE DID HE GET THE WOMAN?

2. In the basement of  a house, there is an inaccessible room that has been blocked up for 

decades. The owners of  the house often suspected that there was a room there due to the 
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those walls and did not allow it to weigh too heavily on their minds. One day, a man emerges 

from the basement, greets the owners, sits down at the kitchen table and begins to eat breakfast 

with them.

Q: WHERE DID THE MAN COME FROM?

3. A very cautious old woman keeps a portion of  her life savings in a secret box under a loose 
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who lives across the country and is used to her activities. However, one afternoon, the old 
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money?? Are you out of  your mind??”

Q: WHO TOOK THE OLD WOMAN’S MONEY?
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to read it immediately. After a few pages, he is completely riveted. He can barely put the book 
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brings him through the city and into an empty building on the other side of  town. He enters 
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staircase. Down the stairs he goes until he reaches a closet. The book commands him to open it. 

He obeys, utterly consumed, when at once he is met with the cold, gray face of  his own corpse.

Q: WHAT?
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THINGS I SIMPLY CAN’T IMAGINE
- A burger and fries for only one– I… I simply cannot imagine it.
- Once you get on a plane, the stewardess would ask you if  you wanted a–  no! Unimaginable!
- A pizza that was so big, that even God– no, it is unimaginable.
- Finding out that your electric bill is three months over– but, it is unimaginable.
- Beatles reunion tour two-thousa– no, I simply cannot imagine it.
G&?')&4$0&C&1"$%%0&45#6*7)3&,'$,&.0&($3)",#&$3)&5"&+$6,J&to imagine it... is impossible.
G&K)$3"5"2&,'$,&.0&F",'3*(*%*20&4)23))&<*"D,&2),&.)&$&8*J&imagining it is like imagining death itself.
- Knowing that there is nothing more to life than this– it is not possible to imagine it.
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All American students are reminded not to tell the international students how Thanksgiving 
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hear about Tet.
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to apply deodarant daily and to scrape the scum off  of  your unmentionables!

THAILAND IS FOR LOVERS

A: He met the woman abroad and then married the woman. The woman’s name is 

Roberta, not that you care.

(+%The inter-dimensional portal within the blocked-off room in the basement. I forgot 

to mention that there was an inter-dimensional portal in the blocked-off room in the 

basement.

(+ A parrot!
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(+ What?
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Come to Thailand for the children...

Stay for the liberal asylum policies!


